Worldwide Public Safety Drones Market [by Segments (Hardware, Software, Services); by Applications (Law Enforcement, Emergency Management, Firefighting, Search and Rescue, Medical, Others); by Regions]: Market Size and Forecasts (2016-2021)

Description: The 2016 Market Forecast Report on Public Safety Drones covers the market dynamics, assumptions, forces, segments, sizes and forecasts of Public Safety drones for the period 2016 - 2021. This report is a presentation brief targeted primarily at providing the market trends and forecasts with demand side insights and key vendor profiles.

Market data, which forms the backbone of the study, has been gathered through a rigorous period of information from both secondary and primary sources through interviews with industry participants, manufacturers, agencies, regulators, and channel players.

Data gathered from these interviews and surveys was analyzed, and engineered to understand spending, demand and supply patterns and to estimate market sizes and forecasts. The resultant data was cross-checked through market-data associations and then validated through multiple consistency check points. The forecast report on Public Safety Drones is part of an ongoing series of market reports that focus on micro emerging trends, market sizes and forecasts of drones and UAVs across multiple regions and countries.

The report also provides a brief overview on a few market players that includes 3D Robotics, AeroVironment, CyPhy Works, DJI Innovations, Draganfly Innovations, and Sentera LLC.

The analysis in the report will help both defense aviation players, drone companies, value-chain companies, operators, and consultants to develop strategies, marketing goals and business decisions based on the actionable market intelligence from this report.

The market for Public Safety drones is segmented into three categories - Segments, Applications and Regions.

- By Segments - the market size and forecasts for bare metal cloud is provided by Hardware, Software and Services. By Segments - the market size and forecasts for Public Safety drones are provided by Hardware, Software and Services.

- By Applications - the market size and forecasts are provided for 6 applications - Law Enforcement, Emergency Management, Firefighting, Search and Rescue, Emergency Medical Services and Others.

- By Regions - the market size and forecasts are provided for 5 regions - North America, Europe, Middle-East & Africa, Central/Latin America and Asia-Pacific.

The 2016 forecast report on Public Safety Drones is part of an ongoing series of market reports that focus on micro emerging trends in the drones and UAV markets across multiple regions and countries.

Market Definition

Public Safety Drones are small unmanned aerial vehicles (sUAVs) that are utilized by government in the areas of public safety and emergency protection. They are a subset of the commercial drones market and the larger unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) market.

Other drone markets such as consumer drones and military drones are also subsets of the overall UAV market. Public Safety drones, for the purpose of the study, is sub-categorized by drone hardware (incl. drone components), software (incl. monitoring, measurement and tracking solutions, apps etc.) and services (professional, consulting, drones as a service etc.).
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